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Writing standards file
Mikki – secure level 4
Traditional story opening

Writing from character’s viewpoint based on Fair’s Fair

Play script based on everyday incident

Mythical story

Presentation on pollution in local environment
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Traditional story opening

Children used their knowledge of a traditional story to write the opening of an updated 
version. They talked about ways of introducing their new hero/heroine and how the 
character could be developed through speech and actions. Mikki’s writing was based 
upon the tale of Rapunzel.
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Assessment summary

In this story opening, several features of traditional storytelling are identifiable (AF2) 
from the opening ‘Once upon a time…’ and the rapid appearance of conventional 
characters (‘a poor milkman’, ‘the prince’, ‘the witch’). Once in motion, the chain of 
events has a sequence, but the motivations for characters’ actions are not fully 
explained, despite some ambitious description and engaging use of dialogue (AF1). 
Paragraphs segment the narrative into main blocks, but connections between them are 
largely implicit, and it is not clear to the reader how the rest of the story might develop. 
Sentences are constructed around repeated subjects (‘the witch’, ‘the prince’, ‘the girl’) 
and vary in length and structure (AF5), with punctuation generally used to clarify 
meaning (AF6). The use of simple subordinating connectives to narrate and explain 
tends to fade as the piece progresses, giving way to ‘and’ or ‘and then’ (AF5). Spelling 
of an appropriate range of vocabulary exceeds the level 4 criteria. Overall, there is 
evidence that this piece meets many of the level 4 criteria.
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Writing from character’s viewpoint based on Fair’s Fair

The class had been reading Fair’s Fair by Leon Garfield. In this writing example 
children were asked to rewrite from Jackson’s point of view the episode where Jackson 
meets his future benefactor. Children were reminded to write in the first person, with an 
emphasis on conveying the emotions Jackson feels during the meeting.

Assessment summary

This piece is a faithful recount of events in the story rather than offering a different 
version of events from Jackson’s perspective. Within a largely derivative scenario, 
adaptations can be seen in the creation of additional dialogue and expanded 
descriptions of Jackson’s state of mind.

With much of the text reproduced from Fair’s Fair, it is not possible to make a valid 
assessment of many of the AFs. Some of the newly created elements show skills in 
descriptive writing evidence for level 4 in aspects of AFs 1 and 2, but the piece tails off 
at the point of writing a new summary ending, suggesting attainment more at level 3 in 
AFs 5 and 6.
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Play script based on everyday incident

As part of a unit of work focusing on play scripts, children wrote their own play script 
based on incidents in everyday life. This followed reading and discussion of play script 
layout and conventions, and ways of using dialogue to convey actions.
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Assessment summary

This simply plotted play script about friends staying at a classmate’s house until they 
are collected demonstrates an understanding of the main features of the given text type 
(AF2). The basis of the ‘drama’ is a short recount of events (AF1). The style of writing 
is generally appropriate to the content, although there is heavy reliance on the stage 
directions for characterisation and moving the action along (AF1), and establishing time 
sequence as the organising device (AF3). The use of simple sentences and sentence 
fragments conveys the nature of informal conversational exchanges and there is also 
some evidence of effective use of complex sentences (AF5). Commas are used within 
lists, and appropriate play script punctuation – brackets and colons – is accurate.

Overall, the piece shows competence in some of the technical features of script writing 
(level 4), but is less successful at developing ideas (borderline level 3/level 4).
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Mythical story

The task was to write a myth involving a hero or heroine dealing with a problem 
involving an evil character. This followed class work in myths and legends.
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Assessment summary

This writing provides more evidence of an ability to use the main features of a given 
form effectively, with some adaptation to the reader (AFs 1 and 2). The piece starts 
promisingly and maintains a logical coherence through the chronology of actions (AF3). 
The confrontation element is only briefly dealt with, weakening a key feature of the text 
type, and impact trails off towards the end of the tale. Paragraphs help divide episodes 
in the tale, and within them content is generally well organised (AF4), with clearer links 
between them than was seen in Mikki’s earlier work. Dialogue and description are 
again used in an attempt to convey a vivid emotional drama (AF1, AF7). Control of 
sentence types and grammatical punctuation, including in speech, is generally secure 
(AF6, AF5) until the concluding section. Overall, the piece shows evidence of 
attainment at level 4.
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Presentation on pollution in local environment

Children watched a video on pollution around the world then drafted a presentation 
about problems in their own area. The aim was to make others consider how to look 
after their local environment.

Assessment summary

Mikki succeeds in raising awareness of a number of issues in her neighbourhood that 
cause pollution and makes relevant suggestions about what might be done (AF1). The 
piece shows a good sense of audience, establishing purpose and viewpoint (AF2) 
despite the lack of an introduction or formal conclusion. The use of subheadings and 
paragraphing assists with the organisation and coherence of content (AF3). Within 
paragraphs ideas are linked mainly by topic (AF4). Sentence structure and punctuation 
is accurate (AF6) and the use of subordinators such as ‘when’ and ‘because’ extends 
some meanings and helps to vary emphases (AF5).

There is evidence for the AFs at both levels 3 and 4 and there are sufficient aspects of 
level 4 to warrant an overall judgement of level 4.
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Overall assessment summary for Mikki

This collection demonstrates skills across the range of AFs in several types of writing. 
The strongest evidence comes from imaginative fiction, although there is an 
argumentative piece about litter and a play script based on an account of everyday 
experience. Mikki’s writing is notable in its use (sometimes overuse) of words and 
phrases to depict emotions and describe characters. While the protest piece about litter 
shows that she is able to sustain and develop an argument logically, in some of her 
narrative writing, pace is less well controlled with a tendency for abrupt endings or 
underdeveloped plots. She shows generally sound control of sentence grammar and 
punctuation, including sentence-internal punctuation in speech and narration. Sentence 
types are varied in different forms of writing, again generally effectively, particularly in 
final sentence endings.

Overall this collection of work is best described as meeting the criteria for secure level 
4, with more evidence needed of work that is less closely tied to models of writing given 
by the teacher.
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